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Relied on the complete watch & clock 
industry chain, Shenzhen watch & clock 
industry holds the 60% shares in the 
global market and becomes the biggest 
manufacture place in the world. At this 
time, "China (Beijing) International Watch 
& Clock Fair" & "China Watch & Clock Fair 
(CWJF)," are combined and integrated into 
as an exhibition (hereinafter referred to 
the Two Fairs into One). It meets needs 
of development, and shows determination 
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of China watch & clock industry and the 
harmony of industry development.
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	 The	global	economy	gradually	steps	into	the	right	path	after	the	

financial	storm.	And	it	becomes	the	consensus	of	all	economies	

to	change	the	development	model.	And	China,	undoubtedly,	has	

become	a	focus	for	all	investors.	

	 Based	on	 the	data	 issued	by	China	Ministry	of	Commerce	

on	July	6th,	 the	foreign	investment	 in	actual	use	 in	June	of	 this	

year	reaches	12.51	billion	US	dollars,	with	the	increase	of	about	

39.6%.	It	has	been	 the	11th	continuous	 increase	for	 the	foreign	

investment	in	actual	use	since	last	August.	According	to	the	above	

data,	 the	agency	 like	 the	 foreign	ministry	of	commerce	 raises	

much	doubt	on	 the	 investment	environment	of	China,	 though,	

China	remains	the	first	choice	of	the	foreign	investors	at	present.	

	 The	policy	of	 stimulating	domestic	demands	 in	China	has	

made	obvious	effect	 in	2008	and	2009.	Taking	the	watch	for	an	

example,	both	the	international	brand		and	the	domestic	brand,	has	

achieved	over	30%	market	increase	and	50%	profit	increase.	The	

data	are	 real,	and	 the	conditions	beyond	 the	data	are	gradually	

regulated	market	order	and	urbanized	construction	with	high-

speed	development.	Each	businessman	coming	to	China	mainland	

can	see	 the	business	opportunity	 for	prosper	 in	 the	second	and	

third	 line	 cities,	 not	 lower	 than	 the	 first	 line	 cities.	And	 the	

gradually	changeing	exchange	rate,	of	necessity,	causes	the	result	

that	purchasing	power	 in	RMB	is	 improved	and	 import	cost	 is	

decreased.	 In	addition,	 the	new	adjustment	on	custom	duty	for	

import	and	export	will	be	developed	soon,	which	is	also	another	

focusing	point	that	China	moves	towards	the	international.	Except	

that	 there	may	be	high	export	duty	 for	 the	 resource	materials,	

there	can	be	no	turning	back	for	the	decrease	of	custom	duty.	

	 We	can	 see	 that:	 the	meaning	of	 input	 increase	of	 foreign	

capital	in	China	has	been	different.	In	the	past,	the	foreign	capital	

focused	on	the	manufacturing	industry	and	industrial	division	of	

labor	and	the	international	brand	was	with	eyes	on	the	purchase	

from	China	and	manufacture	upon	order.	But	now,	 the	 foreign	

capitals	with	multiple	 international	group	as	 the	main	 forces	

almost	all	increase	the	attention	and	occupy	on	China	market.	
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3 CHINESE FIRMS IN TOP 10 OF 
FORTUNE 500

 A total of 54 Chinese companies are in the 

Fortune Global 500 companies list by revenue, 

with three of them in the top 10, chinanews.com.

cn reported, citing the newest ranking issued.

 The three Chinese companies, namely 

Sinopec, State Grid and China Nat ional 

Pe t ro l eum,  r anked  7 th ,  8 t h  and  10 th , 

respectively.

 China's private firm Huawei Technologies 

entered the list for the first time, ranking 397th 

with $21.8 billion in revenue.

 Wal-Mart regained the No 1 spot, with 

revenue of $408.2 billion, leaving behind oil 

companies Royal Dutch Shell and Exxon Mobil.

 The oil-spilled BP and recall-slapped Toyota 

didn't seem to be affected by their business 

CONSUMERS' RAPID GROWTH HELP CHINA TAKES THE LEAD
 China ranks No. 1 among 27 emerging economies due to its huge consumer market and 

rapid economic growth, according to the Emerging Markets Opportunity Index released by US 

accounting firm Grant Thornton.

 The index takes account of key factors such as the size of the economy, wealth, involvement in 

world trade, growth potential and levels of human development.

 China scores 454 points, double the India's score (222 points) in second place and almost triple 

that of Russia (163 points) in third place.

 "China leads the way thanks to the country's huge consumer market, an increasingly open 

economy and extremely rapid trade growth, which offer a myriad of business opportunities for 

potential investors," said Xia Zhidong, partner and vice-chairman of Grant Thornton China.

 According to figures from the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, China 

attracts the most foreign investment among the BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India and China) countries.

 However, a lack of skilled labor, increasing labor costs and the low per capita gross domestic 

product (GDP) pose major challenges to foreign investment in China.

clocks, including components, hit US$547 

million, an 11.3 percent increase year on year.

 Market analysts at the fair agreed that the 

growth of the domestic timepiece industry could 

rely on the growth of the country's wealthy 

class. But experts also recognized that most 

Chinese watchmakers still engaged in OEM 

(original equipment manufacturing) or imitating 

Japanese and Swiss brands.

CHINA REVISES 2009 GROWTH 
UP TO 9.1%
 China's economy grew even faster in 2009 

than previously reported, the National Bureau of 

Statistics said.

 Revised figures showed that gross domestic 

product, or GDP, rose 9.1% last year, faster 

than initially reported 8.7% -- already the 

fastest among major economies, boosting 

China's economic output to the equivalent of 

$4.98 trillion. 

MORE THAN 100 MILLION IN 
CHINA SHOP ONLINE
 The number of  people who do onl ine 

shopping has exceeded 100 million in China, 

accounting for one-quarter of the whole group 

of netizens, according to data released by 

iResearch, a company specializing in in-depth 

studies of customer behavior in new economic 

fields, Beijing Times reported.

 The company also says in 2009, turnover of 

e-commerce in the country reached 3.6 trillion 

yuan ($529 billion).

troubles, ranking 4th and 5th, respectively.

WATCH SECTOR UNHURT BY 
RISING LABOR COSTS
 China's watch manufacturers need to make 

innovations in design to offset the influence of 

rising labor costs, domestic experts agreed at 

a watch fair over the weekend at the Shenzhen 

Convention and Exhibition Center.

 The 21st China Watch & Clock Fair, widely 

regarded as China's premier showcase for the 

domestic timepiece industry, attracted 40,000 

buyers from more than 30 countries during 

the four-day event. Most foreign buyers came 

from the Middle East, Singapore, Malaysia and 

Japan, according to exhibitors at the fair, which 

ended 4th July.

 China customs'data show that for the first 

quarter of this year, exports of watches and 

CHINA'S 2010 FOREIGN TRADE 
REBOUND STILL FRAGILE
 China's Ministry of  Commerce made a 

cautious prediction for the outlook of the nation's 

foreign trade for the rest of the year amid the 

fragile global economic recovery.

 The rebound of China's overseas shipments 

in the first quarter can largely be attributed to 

the low comparison base of the same period last 

year, the commerce ministry report said.

F O R E I G N  I N V E S T O R S  E Y E 
CHINA'S REALTY MARKET
 China's property market has seen soaring 

investment from foreign institutional investors, 

 Bill ionaire investor Warren 

Buffett, often dubbed the Oracle 

of Omaha, has seen the future 

of fashion in the most unlikely 

of places, bearing a "Made in 

China" label better known for its 

cheap than chic.

 "I threw away the rest of my 

suits, "  beams Buffett  in the 

2007 video, adding that he and 

Microsoft (MSFT.O) founder and 

Bill Gates are fans of Chinese 

suit maker Trands and would be 

great salesmen for the company 

based in the northeast Chinese 

city of Dalian.

 Trands is one of a handful of 

emerging Chinese brands that 

someday hope to take on the 

likes of Gucci, Armani and Prada 

 Moreover, uncertainty in the global market 

remains as high unemployment in European 

Union nations and low capacity-utilization in the 

United States may dampen consumption and 

investment, the report said.

 China is facing deteriorating trade conditions 

as trade protectionism is on the rise, the report 

added.

 China suffered 19 trade-remedy investigations 

in the first quarter, up 93.5 percent over the 

same time last year. The investigations, targeting 

Chinese products, involved trade worth $1.19 

billion, the report said.

 The report also said higher costs may squeeze 

domestic enterprises' profits as a result of raw 

material price hikes and rising labor costs.

 China's exports increased 28.7 percent year 

on year in the first quarter of 2010 after dipping 

16 percent last year amid the global economic 

downturn, customs data showed.

d r i ven  by  s t rong  expec ta t i ons  o f  RMB 

appreciation this year.

 According to international real estate advisor 

CB Richard Ellis, the value of en bloc property 

transactions in 15 Chinese cities has hit 49.9 

billion yuan ($7.36 billion) in the first-half of 

this year, among which 19.4 billion yuan came 

from foreign institutional investors, 10.2 billion 

yuan from Hong Kong, Taiwan and Macao, and 

the remaining 20.3 billion yuan from mainland 

investors.

 Total investments in the first six months of 

this year were almost five-fold of those from the 

same period of last year.

"MADE WITH CHINA" AD ON 
BBC BOOSTS PRODUCTS' 
IMAGE
 China is broadcasting a 30-second-

long "Made with China" TV advertisement 

in Europe and Asia to boost the image of 

the country's products.

 The ad, which shows goods labeled 

with a "Made with China" tag being 

manufactured with the help of top foreign 

firms, started showing on BBC World 

News, Eurosport, and Eurosport 2 on June 

28. It will air about 400 times before Aug 

8, said the China Chamber of Commerce 

for the Import and Export of Machinery 

and Electronic Products, one of the four 

industry groups who commissioned it 

along with the Ministry of Commerce.

 It previously appeared on CNN last 

November and was also shown at the 

Chinese Grand Prix of 2010 FIA Formula 

One World Championship (F1) this April.

 "The ad generated a lot of positive 

response during the previous two rounds 

of broadcasting, which is an important 

reason the ministry supports another 

one," a Ministry of Commerce official, who 

declined to reveal her name, told China 

Daily on Thursday.

 According to a survey on the popular 

online portal Sina.com conducted when 

the ad was showing on CNN, as many 

as 97.5 percent of respondents said they 

liked it.

ONLINE SHOPS MUST 
REGISTER
 Internet entrepreneurs are now required 

to register their personal details, including 

their real names and addresses, with 

e-commerce agents before they begin to 

operate their businesses online, according 

to a regulation that came into effect.

 Many online shop owners are worried 

that the regulation, issued by the State 

Administration for Industry and Commerce 

(SAIC), the country's market regulator, is a 

signal that the government is preparing to 

start collecting taxes from them.

 As  the  count ry 's  f i r s t  regu la t ion 

administering online trade and services, 

the rule lists the obligations of online shop 

owners and e-commerce agents. It also 

stipulates the obligations of commerce 

authori t ies over the management of 

e-shopping.

 If online business owners fail to abide 

by the regulation, they face a fine up to 

30,000 yuan ($4,410), according to the 

regulation.

in the lucrative luxury goods 

market.

 Sales of luxury goods in 

China grew 12 percent in 2009 

to $9.6 billion, accounting for 

27.5 percent of the global 

market, according to Bain & Co. 

In the next five years, China's 

luxury spending will increase 

to $14.6 billion, making it the 

world's No. 1 market.

 That market has been largely 

dominated to date by the big 

Western names, most of which 

have shops in Shanghai and 

Beijing and are starting to look 

at smaller cities as well.

 But home-grown brands 

such as Trands are trying to 

raise their profile both at home 

and abroad to get a piece of 

the lucrative luxury pie.

 Stephen Mercer,a partner 

at KPMG Shanghai, thought 

Chinese luxury brands could 

succeed in niche areas such 

as spirits and jewelry, with 

Moutai, a Chinese spirit that 

was served to Richard Nixon 

during his famous China trip 

during his presidency, as one 

such example.

CHINESE LUXURY WANNABES TRY TO SHAKE 
OFF "MADE IN CHINA" IMAGE
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structure changes of Chinese independent watch 

brand in the recent ten years, through continuous 

10-year monitoring and investigation of watch 

retail monitoring system of China's 100 shopping 

centers. 

MARKET SITUATION OF THE 
DOMESTIC BRANDS 

 On April 2010, FIYTA's Shenzhou VII space 

extravehicular watch collection version was 

granted the red dot design award, which became 

the first watch brand winning it in China. Red 

dot design award is an industrial design award 

in Germany, with 56 years of history, which has 

become the most respected and recognized 

creative design award in the world, and also 

acknowledged the vane leading industry 

trends and design trends. FIYTA's Shenzhou 

VII "Skywalker" which has firstly won red dot 

design award in watch filed in Chinese history 

will undoubtedly become the pride of Chinese 

people.

 Through monitoring and investigation of 

watch retail monitoring system of China's 

100 shopping malls, the process of product 

structure and market structure changes of 

Chinese independent watch brand is witnessed 

in the recent ten years. It is gratifying that such 

as Sea-Gull brand has commonly witnessed 

the process of product structure and market 

CHINESE DOMESTIC 
WATCH BRAND 
IN ACTIVE 
EXPLORATION

 Preface: Since national watches retail monitoring network in 100 shopping malls (exclusive 
shop) was set up in 2001, it has made watch retail monthly monitoring surveys in 110 medium and 
large shopping malls and watch stores in 35 cities of China.It truly and correctly releases market 
performance of watch brands in 100 shopping malls and watch stores to the industry, as well as 
market performance of the competitors in the same industry, and sends market forecasting alarm to 
the company.
 On July 3, 2010, at the eighth China Watch Summit Forum, the chief editor and senior economist of 
Famous Watch magazine, Ms Kong Fanjin discussed the status of the Chinese market and new idea 
of independent innovation brand development with guests through real data in the recent years.

 At present, the brand concentrat ion of 

domestic brand market is high, but a few watch 

brands have a majority market share in domestic 

swatch retail of 100 shopping malls. The brand 

market share ranking top 10 in domestic watch 

retail volume was only 31.88% in 2001, but it 

reached 87.84% in 2009, which was higher of 

55.96% than 2001. The brand market share 

ranking top in domestic watch retail amount was 

only 49% in 2001, but it reached 95% in 2009, 

which was higher of 46.1% than 2001. The four 

brands ranking top 10: Rossini, Tian Wang, 

Ebohr and FIYTA watch account for 77.74% 

and 88.15% market share in domestic retail 

volume and retail amount respectively. Thus, 

in retail sales of domestic watches, 80% is the 

contribution of the four well-known brands. The 

main reason is that these brands have a very 

high profile and well received by consumers. On 

the other hand, in the restructuring process, in 

addition to vacate most of places to the imported 

brands, shopping malls also retain a few well-

known brands of China-made brands.

 Domestic watch also has a raise in the price, 

which is rising from 294 Yuan in 2001 to 879 

Yuan in 2009, with an increase of 584 Yuan and 

nearly twice, the process of the brand from the 

low grade to middle-grade upgrade is initially 

achieved. Compared with the imported brands, 

there is large difference, the average retail price 

gap is still large, but compared with our own, 

it has already made great progress. China-

made watches retail sales in 2009 reversed 

the negative growth of consecutive years, and 

increase of retail sales was the highest in the 

past. The financial crisis in 2009 was a good 

opportunity for domestic brands, and also 

baptism and experience for each process in 

watch industry, on the one hand, those who 

are about to be transferred out of the shopping 

centers survive in domestic market; on the other 

hand, the contrarian growth market performance 

of domestic watch in financial crisis inspires the 

dealers and shopping centers on the adjustment 

of future operation direction.

 In the past ten years, we have witnessed the 

race and price lowering within China-made 

brands, and experienced the "crying wolf" fear, 

and eventually danced with the wolves. Since 

2001, with the increasingly accelerated pace of 

reform and opening, internationally renowned 

brands in China have been more and more, 

which makes China's own watch passively, 

unconsciously and unwillingly to participate to 

compete with international brand. During the 

competition process with international brands, 

some Chinese enterprises have paid attention to 

modestly learning from history brands, combined 

their business philosophy, marketing strategy, 

and brand image, went out of a distinctive 

development path, gradually realized the 

transition from copying, imitation to innovative 

design and intellectual property rights, from 

homogeneity to differentiation, from the pursuit of 

commercial profit to brand culture connotation, 

from price war to image package, and from 

expanding brand awareness to publicity and 

promotions, these changes not only has played 

an invaluable role in promoting the development 

of the entire watch industry, but also made 

great contribution for China's watch brands 

to participate in international competition and 

won honor for the Chinese watch industry in the 

international brands .

 Nevertheless, facing that the market share of 

domestic brands is shrinking and the number 

of brands is gradually reducing, we also feel 

anxious and worried. Data from China's 100 

shopping malls, the number of brand watches 

out of the market is increasing year by year. The 

number of domestic brands has substantially 

reduced from 293 in 2001 to 66 in 2009, 227 

brands have been out of the big shopping malls 

or markets,  and domestic watch market share is 

decreasing year by year.

 Shopping malls in China's larger cities, we will 

find more than 80% of the watches are imported 

brands. As the import brands are successful in 

marketing and quality is very excellent, so they 

are well received by Chinese consumers and 

take away large China market share, so that 

share of domestic brands becomes smaller and 

smaller.

 Of course, the domestic watch market share 

shrinking status also has its own reasons for not 

shirk. First, the lack of independent brands, a 

large number of companies have adopted the 

OEM way in the current watch industry cluster, 

and most businesses do not own brands, as 

OEM factories of multinational companies. 

Second, the lack of independent innovation; 

many companies has innovation consciousness 

and follow the example of the prevalence, so 

independent innovation ability is seriously poor. 

Third, the low level of industrial development, 

over rely on low-cost. Global financial crisis in 

2009 made OEM factories become the worst-hit 

area, the pressure subject to the great change in 

market conditions, these who have suffered the 

damage have realized the importance to create 

their own brand, so industrial upgrading and 

adjustment of China's watch has become more 

targeted.

TIANWANG 
21.47%

EBOHR
20.94%

ROSSINI 
23.95%

FIYTA 
11.37%

Others
5.88%

The Brand maket share ranking to 20 in 2009

TIANWANG
23.66%

EBOHR
21.67% ROSSINI

21.95%

FIYTA
20.87%

Others
2.76%

The Brand maket share ranking to 20 in 2009

Component of watch refail volume in 2009

Component of watch refail amount in 2009
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C H I N E S E  W A T C H  E N T E R S 
BRAND ERA 
 Innovative thinking of brand is becoming 

the core strategy of more and more watch 

enterprises growth, for Chinese watch industry's 

current situation, we urgently address the 

following issues.

 First, the road of brand development is the 

basis for innovation and development, and 

branding and marketing has always been a 

weak point of Chinese watches. In the branding 

process, we must focus on quality, character 

and taste, because the quality enables people to 

trust, character enables people to respect, and 

taste enables people to be loyal, China's watch 

brand enterprises will certainly have the vitality 

for sustainable development along the path of 

brand.

 Second, specialization is the development 

direction of brand innovation. At present, the 

most important issue in Chinese watch industry 

is element cost advantage, including cheap 

labor, cheap land and the environment, which 

has been fully utilized, so the use of low-element 

sustainable space is extremely limited, only 

depend on professional operation, industrial 

upgrading of Chinese watch industry can be 

achieved, so that the enterprise has continued 

innovation and mechanisms, and gradually grow 

sand becomes matured.

 There are a lot of successful cases on 

professional operation in Chinese watch industry, 

such as FIYTA. In 2003, FIYTA established to 

clean up non-core operations, highlighted the 

business strategy of professional road, drastically 

cut the sideline and some low correlation to the 

main business and industrial projects, optimized 

the industrial structure, and focused resources 

on the watch industry with obvious advantages. 

At the same time, increase the investment 

Harmony World Watch Center, improve the retail 

market share, and expand profits channels. In 

the twinkling of an eye, seven years has passed, 

FIYTA has obtained remarkable development in 

China-made swatch industry. Whether FIYTA 

domestic watch brand, or Harmony World Watch 

Center has become the banner and benchmark 

for development of watch industry. Watch is 

a precision instrument, with high technology, 

design materials are related to the mechanical 

materials, chemical materials, designs and so 

on, which focuses on the contemporary high-

tech achievements. Only the enterprises seek 

their comparative advantage and think about 

how to provide consumers with high quality 

and affordable products through professional 

management, they can have a competitive 

advantage and remain invincible.

 Third, the differentiation feature is to find 

"living space" of competition weakening for 

brand innovation. Brand should have its own 

characteristics, and the characteristics of 

differentiation should rank the first position. Only 

to have differentiated features, brand can form 

an effective segmentation with competitors. 

The brand also needs a distinct and unique 

visual map, the visual map enables the brand 

to give deep impression in the mind of sellers. 

For a brand, the differentiation and pattern is 

indispensable, which does not distinguish with 

rivals, if it still continues to follow the old path of 

homogenization, it is only one of no return road.

 Sea-Gull is a typical case of differentiation 

and pattern integration. Firstly, in the product 

positioning, Sea-Gull has chosen distinct 

posi t ion ing wi th other  domest ic brands, 

producing mechanical watches and movements 

is the Sea-Gull's own comparative advantage, 

on this basis, it has developed "Tourbillon", 

"Perpetual calendar" and "repeater", which has 

taken the leading position in the same industry. 

Getting out of the trouble--low cost and low 

grade in the same industry, enter the living space 

lower than the international brands but higher 

than the national brand competition weakening.

 In the next 30 years, Chinese enterprises will 

enter the real brand era, it will no longer ride on 

a horse to enclose, which will be the best time 

for the growth, maturity and success of brand 

enterprises growth with intensive cultivation, high 

added value, absolute power of innovation, and 

marketing capabilities.
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 FIYTA, founded in 1987, is an international watch brand created and wholly-

owned by Shenzhen FIYTA Holdings Ltd. It is the sole timepiece enterprise 

publicly listed in China. 

 Ranked as the top watch brand in China, FIYTA has been chosen by the 

China National Space Administration to be the sole timepiece partner for all the 

planned space missions since the first launch of manned spacecraft in 2003. 

This has made FIYTA become the world's third watch brand witnessing the 

epochal moment of human spaceflight history.  Wristwatches for astronauts are 

high-tech watches with special timing functions and environmental performance 

requirements, which are worn by astronauts under different working conditions 

when travelling in space. There are three types of the Shenzhou VII EVA spacesuit 

watch, suitable for astronauts engaging in China's First Space Walk mission: the 

IVA spacesuit watch, the IVA working watch, and the EVA spacesuit watch. These 

watches are the first multi-functional mechanical wristwatches with high accuracy 

Made in China to have been developed specifically for use in space. The main 

technical innovations include: new lubrication technology, anti-magnetic technology 

for use in highly magnetic environments, anti-shock technology, and precision 

manufacturing technology. The watch design meets the high requirements for 

functionality and features a very clear, neat dial and casing design.

FIYTA ENTERING WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTION
 Till 2009, FIYTA has established 16 Boutiques in major cities across China such 

as Ningbo, Chongqing, Chengdu, Harbin, Shenzhen, Shanghai and Beijing, and in 

selected International Airports. FIYTA is welcomed by famous department stores and 

shopping malls located in main cities across the country, over 600 shop-in-shop 

image counters as a total.

 Striving to be an international industry player, FIYTA has spent great effort in 

developing overseas markets. With the support of distributors, we have successfully 

established our existence in Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia, Vietnam, Dubai and 

Canada.  

THE PROUD OF
CHINA HOROLOGY
FIYTA WON REDDOT DESIGN AWARD 2010
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Own Calibre Handwinding Movement  

FIYTA Spacemaster (Z070.WWW), the critical 

timepiece for the conspicuous China's First 

Space Walk, is assembled with the brand's 

first self-developed handwinding movement. 

The individual AM/PM aperture helps the 

astronauts identify the Earth Time easily.  

Limited Edition: 50 pieces

EXCLUSIVE PRODUCT FEATURES

Own Calibre Automatic Chronograph 
Movement
Dakar Rally 2010, the official timepiece 

for China Motorbike Team attending the 

world's most dangerous racing competition 

held in South America, is assembled with 

the brand's first self-developed automatic 

chronograph movement. 

Limited Edition: 500 pieces

FIYTA Tourbillon Movement
60th Anniversary of PRC Tourbillion features 

FIYTA's own calibre tourbillon movement. 

The skeleton movement design shows not 

only the brand's watchmaking expertise but 

also the manufacture delicacy. Assembled 

with 18K 750 rose gold watch case, 162 

diamonds, f ine blue steel hands and 

handmade alligator strap, it tells you the 

splendid value.

Limited Edition: 60 pieces

DLC Coating Technology
Applied with the self-developed DLC 

Coating on the watch case, Dakar Rally 

2010 demonstrates the unique boldness 

and fine finishing of the watch.

ATiC (Carbon Titanium)
The ability of creating timepieces for 

application in the environment of zero 

gravity (space) enables FIYTA to invent an 

exclusive material for watchmaking — ATiC 

(Carbon Titanium). It is a composite of 

steel, titanium and other elements, which is 

harder than tungsten but lighter than steel, 

and non-erosive.
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SPECIAL REPORT

CHINA WATCH & CLOCK 
FAIR 2010  REPORT

TWO FAIRS INTO ONE: AT THE RIGHT TIME, THE 
GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION AND WITH SUPPORT OF 
PEOPLE

 Two Fairs into One, the top class exhibition, aims at integrating the 

inside and outside sources, boosting the solidarity of Watch & Clock 

industry, heading to play wind vane role in the China watch & Clock 

market.

 TIAN MINGYU, the chairman of China Watch & Clock Association, 

taking his post yet, becomes one of the founders of the historical events. 

In virtue of his foresight, wisdom and experience, the long-awaited 

cooperation is made without hesitation.  Moreover, it gets over the 

realistic contradiction on the macro-management and the development 

of industry between National Association and local association. He said 

"I have highly expectation for the fair as well as the highly hope for "Two 

Fairs into One" from industry inside and outside. "Furthermore, it will 

lead to a right direction as if made the exhibition as an communication 

platform. Secondly, I hope it act as an wind vane for China Watch & clock 

market, as the enterprises gathering, which enhances the solidarity and 

cohesion of the industry, what is more, providing that the platform would 

be the window of showing the strength of enterprises will be better, and is 

as the symbol of Chinese watch & clock⋯⋯" He holds the view that it is 

a beginning for Two Fairs into One, and 

not too hasty, being practical and take 

her from a long-term view. "I believe it 

will have great chances for both parties 

to cooperate from now on, and it needs 

the both parties to work hard for the 

integration and conformity of industry 

resources."

 He  expects  tha t  the  exh ib i to rs 

can realize the effect of fair, and then 

research it thoroughly, which is good for 

the soft power propaganda. Meanwhile, 

he also wants to improve the recognition 

of national brand.

XU DONGSHENG,  the chairman of 

Shenzhen Watch & Clock Association, 

finally accomplishes the mission, fulfills 

the expectation and long-term wish 

of "Two Fairs into One" in watch & 

clock industry. Is it a successful paper 

for Xun Dongshen, who just gets the 

doctor degree. Since his four years' 

reappointment of 10th and 11th as 

chairman, it has been the most important 

task. He said: the "Two Fairs into One" has 

the extraordinary importance, and creates 

a cooperative way which never be found, 

entirely new and magnificent. 

 Xu Dongshen has an optimistic attitude towards the development for 

Chinese watch & clock industry. He thinks that we have been at the best 

times in Chinese history, that it is a time for deep-going reform and that 

it is a time for progressing peacefully. More and more enterprises seize 

the limitless opportunities given by the times, develop and strengthen 

themselves, and then realize industry transformation. He indicates that 

the two associations should work persistently and try to do much better 

than the last time. The more innovation, the more success; the higher of 

standard, the better will be.  It will keep succeeding during the struggle 

process.

 ZHU SHUNHUA, the planner of exhibition, the executive vice-

chairman &sectary of Shenzhen Watch & Clock Association, is the pusher 

through the whole developing process. During twenty-one years, he 

joins every hardship and pleasant moment. He considers the Tian Minyu 

and Xu Dongshen, the industry leaders with broad mind as the example 

and model on working for the public welfare. The Watch & Clock industry 

will never forget Tao Li and Wang Hai, the former chairman of Shenzhen 

Watch & clock Industry, whom promote the agreement of “Two Fairs into 

One",  as well as Miss Ji, the standing  vice-chairman of China Watch & 

Clock Association. 

  Zhu Shunhua places practical expectation on "Two Fairs into One: 

The cooperation in competition will be the main stream for the "win-

win" mode. He said: Thirty years ago, China reformed and opened, and 

Shenzhen special economic zone established. Twenty years ago, the 

Shenzhen municipal government took the watch & clock industry as 

the traditional advantageous industry, and Shenzhen Watch & Clock 

established Shenzhen Watch & Clock Fair. Ten years ago, Shenzhen 

listed high-technology as the pillar industry, and Shenzhen enterprises 

applied new technology and material, then Shenzhen Watch & Clock 

becomes China Watch & Clock Fair(CWJF) as the concentration and 

record in the process of China reform and openness! China Watch & 

Clock industry is an important part of globalization of Watch & Clock 

industry. China will not continue the development mode as it before, 

neither the Switzerland leading-mode nor Japan following-mode. It is 

necessary to meet the characteristics of internationalization, fashionable 

changes, brand revolution and urbanization 

 Behind the vision, we can see the distance between Shenzhen Watch 

& Clock exhibition and international exhibition. Compared with Basel 

World, leading the watch trend with luxury and top class globally, as 

the  innovated technology holy-land, 

or compared with Hong Kong Watch 

& Clock Fair,  the biggest trading in 

the world, the vital  export and import 

fortress, the finance, transportation, 

public service, self-management level  

block the development of Shenzhen 

Watch & Clock  Fair. However, the 

advantages of Shenzhen Watch & Clock  

Fair rely on the biggest global market 

of China. Shenzhen has the excellent 

domestic dealers, civil agencies, which 

solve many realistic problems when 

some international brands are breaking 

into Chinese market.

CHINA BRANDS   COLLECT AT “DAWN”

 2010 China Watch & Clock Fair attracts from the global more than 20 

countries and local 500 enterprises. Except for the traditional and made-

in china products with low price and high quality，and most notably, the 

China brand watch shows the stronger life force and creativeness than it 

before. 

 Experienced two-year financial crisis, global watch market system 

changes greatly, international brands turns to focus into Chinese market 

with consumptive power.  At the same time, Chinese watch brands have 

found way and direction in the competition. "Take on a new look" is the 

most to the point for the brands at the fair this year. The sense of fashion 

and technology is the competitive point for this year, and celebrity 

endorsement has the ambitions to break the former industry pattern. The 

so-called new brand has leisurely come up with the "the giant of watch 

industry", and the steps of up and comers follow up closely, which makes 

the competition more serious.

 On 1st of July, the 21st China Watch & Clock Fair held the opening ceremony. China 

Watch & Clock Association, Shenzhen Watch & Clock Association integrated two Fairs into 

an "Two Fairs into One". At the same day, Shenzhen special economic zone expands to 

the entire city, including Baoan and Longgang District, solving the problem of imbalance 

development, the limitation of development and "one city, two laws". It has the division of 

the area inside and outside no longer. Chen Biao, the director of Shenzhen Development 

and Reform Commission, said the government departments will carry forward the work with 

innovation mind and open ideas. In a word, it is "Four Integration", which contains pushing 

the integration of plan management, city construction, public service, ecology protection.

 Relied on the complete Watch & clock industry chain, Shenzhen Watch & Clock industry 

holds the 60% shares in the global market and becomes the biggest manufacture place in 

the world. At this time, "China (Beijing) International Watch & Clock Fair" & "China Watch & 

Clock Fair (CWJF)," are combined and integrated into as an exhibition (hereinafter referred 

to the Two Fairs into One). It meets needs of development, and shows determination for the 

solid foundation of Chinese watch & clock broadens the channel with groups, and upgrades 

the reputation strongly. It is profound significance for the solidarity of China watch & clock 

industry and the harmony of industry development.

INFORMATION:
 Shenzhen, located in the front of 

Zhujiang Delta, is the bridge between 

China mainland and Hong Kong and 

the important transportation hub along 

the south of China with vital position 

on high-technology industry of China, 

financial service, exportation, oceanic 

t ranspor ta t ion ,  and innova t ion  o f 

cultural.  Moreover, it shoulders the 

important mission on trial and plays an 

exemplary role on institutional innovation. 

As the re formed and opening-up 

city of rising immigration city with the 

preferred geographical conditions and 

humanitarian environment, Shenzhen 

has formed the characteristics of the 

openness, compatibility, and innovation 

of Shenzhen. Moreover, It has become 

the active city which suits extremely for 

the career development overseas.

 Under the jurisdiction of Shenzhen, 

there are six administrative areas and 

two new districts, namely, Ruohu district, 

Futian district, Nanshan district,  Yantian 

district, Baoan district, Longgang district, 

Guangming new district, Pingshan new 

district. Since 1st, July of 2010, Shenzhen 

special economic zone has expanded to 

the whole city.
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GEYA  
Keyword: Chinese culture 

The inspi rat ion f rom the Chinese breezing 
wind, referred to Plum, orchid, bamboo and 
chrysanthemum, called the "four gentlemen". Wang 
Han, as our spokesman the makes the young 
consumers purchase crazily for Geya.

INTERNATIONAL FASHION SHENZHEN SHOW 

 The motivation given by the market far exceeds the promotion and lobby 

by the organizers in the fair. Half brands of this fair are from overseas, 

Shenzhen Fitime Conference & Exhibition Culture Ltd., the organizer of 

China Watch & Clock Fair, the General Manage Huang Boshan said: "The 

brand from overseas increases a lot with a large scale. The top class 

brands from Japan has arrived; Casio and Orient watch are much scaling 

up. A large number international renowned brands come to the fair for 

show, such as Saint Honore, Candino, ICE WATCH, JEEP, Mango and 

Cosmoplitan, even the biggest fashion group Timex makes their debut at 

the fair. It can be seen how much they valued the Chinese market. They 

hope to open the Chinese market and develop the Chinese business in 

consideration of the powerful stamina of China 

 As the prosperity of Chinese brand, more international brands concerned 

about China Watch & Clock Fair. The Chinese market conquered by 

Switzerland before has much wider space to develop. Some successful 

exhibitors feel that the economic improvement fertilize the Chinese 

consuming market, and except for collecting, hedging and showing off, 

fashion and practicability become the mainstream of urban consume, 

making inroad into Chinese market with middle price.

ORIENT 
Key word: Sixty-anniversary 

   In honor of sixty-anniversary, ORIENT launched the sixty-
anniversary l imited edit ion wristwatch. The classic theme 
mechanical watch with manual chain, has 3000 pieces for global 
collectors including 200 in Chinese market, based on the favorable 
achievement. 

TIMEX 
Key word: Sports fashion 

　Timex has the best sel l ing record in 
American. Fashion and outdoor collection 
are the main products, such as the tide 
temperature compass watch of f lagship 
products: tide indicates the time to the next 
rising and ebbing tide; temperature shows the 
centigrade and Fahrenheit degree: compass 
points the geographical north pole and it's 
artistic with practicality. 

FIYTA
Key word: The international design standard 

The spacemaster watch, won the top award of Reddot Design. It is designed as 
the specialty of assignment with humanity innovation, accompanying successfully 
with Chinese astronauts accomplished their mission. Now, it goes to people's vision 
again. FIYTA, with an eye to international vision, launched a limited edition watched 
for the Chinese competitors on Dakar Rally of 2010, is the second time breaking into 
south American market. Triumph series are the new series of 2010.Our brand and 
reputation was promoted under the contraction of superstar Koo Louis.

SEA GULL 
Key word:  Delicatet watch in value of 1, 200, 000 RMB

This series of wrist watch makes its first show. It shows 
the advanced input, technology research and the brand-
built input of Sea gull these years. It is with the functions 
of Minute Repeater and Tourbillon.

BEIJING  
Key word: Enamel watch 
Since the long- history enamel handicraft has been 
lost gradually, the Beijing watch factory inherits the old 
handicraft, pushes the renaissance of enamel watch in 
china, and strives to build the Chinese exquisite wrist 
watch. On the 2010 China Watch & Clock Fair ,Beijing 
watch factory launch the market with "the panda with 
bamboos, the blooms of wealth, dragonfly dancing on 
the lotus leaf,  magpie flying on the Plum-blossom, 
and all these are the four types of "very China" enamel 
wrist watches. 

ROSSINI  
Key word: The first launch of RC watch for 
domestic

Rossini watch Ltd, first introduced the RC watch into 
domestic. There are two special inlay systems for the 
collection. The first is heat transformation system.  
It obtains the light energy with light and it is free to 
change the batteries in the service life and work more 
than six months after a recharge. It is environment 
preferred. The other is check time with radio wave 
system. It exactly receives our Beijing time standard 
from radio wave station, and automatically checks the 
time of minute, second, date and other information, 
and the accuracy of  one hundred thousand million 
up to one second. 

TIANWANG  Key word: Female fashion 

Loving beauty is the women's nature, 
which indicate the huge consumer group. 
The new collection vision of women watch 
shine, collects the crystal and china, 
illustrate the charming shine.

RARONE  
Key word: Business wristwatch 

Rarone adjusts the brand position, discuss the 
business culture with well-known economist, making 
the market segment and come out first.

POSCER  Key word: The great 
movie and advertisement

Storytelling is the key for the 
establishment of design. The 
short film becomes the new 
fashion, which provides the 
branding vision attraction for 
consumers.

ICE WATCH CITIZEN TIME FORCE

CANDINO

EBOHR  Key word: Senior 
wristwatch 

The wrist watch originated 
f r om the  vas t  sky  and 
M i l k y  W a y ,  m a d e  b y 
sapphire and Swarovski 
diamond. It is embedded 
with or iginal packaging 
quartz movement and with 
complete sapphire dial, 
incorporating the dial, table 
mirror and bottom, 30-m 
water-proof.
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RECONCILIATION  END THE MISERABLE MARKET FOR MOVEMENTS
 Shenzhen is the most centralized area for watch parts, as well as the watch parts, 

businessmen. Except the readymade watched, the fair keeps rounding up the main movement-

produced enterprises in the world, such as the ISA from Switzerland, Ronda, CITIZEN of Japan,  

Time Module Movement, as well as the Zongcheng, Shangrun, Jinrui, which are Chinese 

precision movement manufacture companies.

 POSTSCRIPT: On the year of 2009, the national Commerce Department broadcast the 

advertisement on CNN with the theme of 'made in China, cooperation over the world'. In the 

advertisement, the concept of "made in China", has already changed, promoted to "made with 

China". From "in" to "with", nowadays China is seeking for the promotion route, but not only  

"made". As the advertisement, China watch industry are seeking for the upgrade with transition, 

and the "only made" can not meet the market competition any longer, so the transition is 

imperative. Quality, brand, culture style are the breakthrough of china watch industry.  Shenzhen 

watch fair indicates China watch industry are step towards to 'made in China and design in 

China'.

THE INVESTIGATION OF EXHIBITOR FROM BEIJING YOUTH 

 The Shenzhen watch meet the media attention, attracts nearly 200 overseas media to report. 

The journalist of Beijing Youth take the investigation randomly with producers, retailers, media, 

buyers, and the employees of fair. The statistics shows the quality of the fair in this year make 

much progress than last year, moreover, increasing the input of technology and design. 

　　
 For the exhibition products, 62% of the respondents hold the view that the products quality of 

this year is much better than last year, the rest of them think it is even. The statistics shows that 

exhibitors do great effort on the quality of products, which make the audience can feel directly of 

the progress of technology and design.

　　
 As for the number of visitors, the result shows that 54% of survey respondents think the 

visitors are more than last year, while the 46% respondents remains flat comparing with the 

visitors of last year. Much attention is attached to the development of china watch industry; still 

more visitors put their time and energy in the local watch exhibition. The publicity of the fair is on 

the rise.

　　
 As for the crush of  financial crisis,  the respondents, the 46 % of whom consider it has a 

common influence on the china watch industry, and 23% of whom think it has little influence, and 

13% of whom think there is  no influence, only 8% of whom think it has big influence.

　　
 The investigating data for the development local watch enterprises shows the input of 

technology needs badly, taking 36% of the respondents. the following is the way of designing, 

taking 31%of the respondents. The next is channel, taking 24% of the respondents. The last is 

the speak star, taking 9%.From the marshalling sequence, building the brand of China watch 

starts from the production, and the quality of the products are still focused in the market, which 

correspond with the current situation of watch industry.

PARTS, THE MAINSTAY FOR INDUSTRY PROMOTION

 Compared with the prosperous showing of readymade Watch & Clock, 

the parts exhibitors push them into the corner by the bristle booths, and 

waits to introduce the new materials and technology. China Watch & Clock 

Fair, developed by the mating parts, had become the main manufacture of 

the installation kit, precise instrument and hardware manufacture ten years 

ago. The characteristics of industrial producing and the watch derived a 

long industrial chain, and every tiny component has the specialized factory 

to make. Both of them match closely, all threads neatly tied up, which make 

the chain work again and again and operate tightly.

 The components enterprise exists in the industry as the vital and vague 

image: low threshold, bad environment, low price. Some enterprises go with 

the stream in the competition, giving up the innovation of technology and the 

research of the production, what is worse, and the fading of the competition. 

while some insist and purchase the perfect, have a place in the competition, 

but can not get rid of the fate with little processing fee, and some still has the 

management problem and the weak market ability. According to an experts 

of the industry, the development of the watch industry depended on the 

enterprise' performance of the brand and the channel. Once they conquered 

the market, the components and the processing will find a way out. 

 The essence of precision instrument is purchasing the high value-added. 

The financial crisis defeat a batch of enterprises with low fighting capacity 

and the collapse of confidence, while expands some new blood. 

 The Chinese brands strengthen the confidence of the enterprise 

in counterblow. Increasing the input of the research, upgrading the 

level of technological grade, learning the market management, holding 

the independent intellectual property rights and insisting the product 

position become the theme of development. The fair seizes the historical 

opportunities to exceed the companied of Hong Kong and Taiwan  with the 

aid of components company and device producers, learns and practices 

from Switzerland, builds the cooperative relationship with the international 

brands 

FLANKO 

JEEP

HANMAC

ARBUTUS

CASIO

Media Reports

Shenzhen Sun Daily: On the basis of 

innovation design, puts the traditional 

industry on the track "metropolis fashion" 

:It is not necessary to consider separating  

the traditional industry, such as costume, 

Watch & clock, jewelry, craft, with the 

"h igh-technology, design, cul ture, 

business, as no such a city with the 

foundation of fashionable "advantageous 

industry" in the current.

Shenzhen Economic  Da i ly :  Bu i lds 

the fashionable watch industry circle: 

S h e n z h e n  a r e  w i l l i n g  t o  b u i l d  a  

fashionable watch industry circle which 

plays a leading role with the effect of 

brand, the high-tech content, innovation 

design and the example of low carbon, 

in addition to leading the worldwide 

shopping trend. The watch is a shining 

pearl in the fashion industry.

Chongqing Business Daily: China watch  

Hut the world hand in hand: On the 

basis of integrating the domestic watch 

resource overall, the tycoons change 

their mind, push china watch into the 

world, make china from big  watch-made  

country to watch-made powerful country.

Southern Metropolis Daily: Listen the 

natters of Wang Han for the watch fashion 

idea :The brand from launched the local 

brand "Shenzhen watch" at the fair, 

hopes to color for the design city on the 

international platform.  

Beijing Youth: The blossom of fashion: 

Going forward, needs make perfect. The 

fair made big progress than last year, 

attracts many visitors. It should be paid 

attention to the research of the technology 

and the concept of design as keeping 

moving forward.

LIFE STYLE: The banquet of watch — 

appreciate the Shenzhen international 

watch fair: The biggest point of the 

fair is the insistences and innovation 

o f  the  o ld  domest ic  brands.  They 

concentrate  "human" as the core, and 

no matter the design of the watch, the 

function or the assurance of the details, 

are all considered into the consumers' 

psychology and the expectation for a 

watch.  

SPECIAL REPORT

The show for the props and packages 
followed by the brand of watch. The craft level 
and design ability promotes, and become a 
shiny scenery line of components area. 

ISA

CITIZEN

TIME

COSMOPOLITAN
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How many times have you participated in the China Watch &  Clock 
Fair? What' s your feeling?

YANAGIDA KIYOSHI: It is my first time to participate in this show. 

Although I participated in it for the first time, I can see from overall size of 

the exhibition and the investment of exhibitors to the exhibitions that each 

exhibitor attaches great importance to the Chinese market and we feel the 

passion of Chinese market.

Orient is one of the important exhibitors in Shenzhen Watch Fair.  
Does it show Oriental Watch great attention to China market? How 
to achieve exhibition aim?

YANAGIDA KIYOSHI: Of course, Orient attaches great importance to 

Chinese market. Through this fair, we can find other watch brands have 

also attached great importance to the Chinese market too. In this sense, 

we should not lose out, but make curtain achievements in Chinese market. 

We will lauched watches suitable for Chinese market and Chinese mass 

consumption taste, and continue to launch new watches in future.

The main aim to participate in Shenzhen Watch Fair is to enable more 

people familiar with the Orient, and promote our Orient. Another important 

aim is to make more exposure to the consumer through the exhibition 

besides showing our new watches to dealers. We would like to consider 

the ideas of the consumer on our watch and make proper modification in 

the new products.

Orient Watch has been in the Chinese market for over 30 years 
and they are favored by Chinese consumers. What kinds of 
characteristics, do you think has won the recognition of Chinese 
consumers?

YANAGIDA KIYOSHI: Orient can provide consumers with good quality 

products and services. On the other hand, it is performance price ratio. 

The so-called performance price ratio means to provide inexpensive 

goods for Chinese consumers. We have been insisted "customer-oriented" 

policy for over three decades. It is the reasons for the recognition by the 

Chinese consumers.

We can see that although we went through the global financial crisis 
for two years, the watch market recovered very rapidly.  Then, what 
is your opinion and expectation to Orient?

YANAGIDA KIYOSHI: Two years ago, the global financial crisis lead 

to developed countries, including Japan, in tough situation. Under the 

relevant policies and guidelines of Chinese government, as well as 

national optimistic attitude, China firstly recovered. We are deeply touched 

by China's market activity.

It is the 60th anniversary of the Oriental Watch this year.  How will 
Orient celebrate it?

YANAGIDA KIYOSHI: We have heard that the figure 60 is a memorable 

figure in China. 60 years is one cycle. Orient proceeds through supports 

by many predecessors, pioneers and consumers. For Orient people, 

we have the responsibility to the next 60 years, and develop the next 

60 years better. According to this goal, we will issue many policies. For 

60th anniversary, Orient launched the collector’s version. For these 

two series of  classic chain mechanical watches, there are 3000 limited 

edition all over the world, of which there are 200 in China. Based on the 

good performance of the Chinese market, we arrange a large number of 

such swatches in China. Furthermore, Oriental Watch will release the 60th 

anniversary album in Japan, and we can understand the past, present and 

future of Orient through the album.

What new products will Orient show to the buyers and consumers? 
What are the characteristics?

YANAGIDA KIYOSHI: In addition to the 60th anniversary memorial watch, 

I would like to recommend one watch designed for young consumers. 

It belongs to sporty and stylish fully automatic mechanical watches. 

Adopting tire material in watch band, it seems lighter and more dynamic.

ORIENT 'S VISION ON THE 
NEXT SIXTY YEARS 
Interview on GM of Orient YANAGIDA KIYOSHI

CHARACTER
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NEW  ARRIVAL
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 Longio has won high praise from the overseas buyer since 

it launched the market. By harmony of origin and innovation 

and excellence and passion, it gives effort to its China 

Heart(Movement).

X-RACER
 X-racer is an extra exciting sport testing the mechanical 

behavior of the racing car and the braveness and the physical 

agility of the racing driver. This series of wrist watches shows our 

respect to the hi-tech competition. In order to make the watch 

light without giving any extra burden to the racing driver, the 

X-racer is made of light and wearable titanium material. With 4 

black poles as damper, the watch can move up and down and 

the movement can be protected by buffering when it is impacted 

or falls down. The red circles and the black-and-white grilles on 

the dial symbolize the racetrack and flag at the terminal. The extra 

noctilucent hands and the 12 scales on the dial are very clear to 

see even when driving at night. The wrist-touched ergonomic 

design and the soft bracelet made of natural rubber bonds the 

watch on the wrist comfortably.

Established in 1996, Longio has cooperated with high-quality 

Tourbillon movement made in China to be engaged in building 

high quality wrist watches.  Longio is devoted to become a 

world popular Chinese brand and re-erect the image of "Made 

in China".

ENGAGED IN CHINA
HEART (MOVEMENT)

VOLCANO
 The burst of volcano is some physical and geographical 

phenomenon out of control of human being, which brings us disaster 

and loss. But the inestimable energy and spectacular craters indeed 

shock us. Volcano wrist watches have clear lines and impact black 

case that symbolizing the mysterious volcano as well as the super-

wide arc shadow inside as the spectacular craters. The black dial 

shows the mystery of human's feeling to volcano while the green 

decoration shows the appetency of people to volcano. The wrist-

touched ergonomic design and the soft bracelet made of natural 

rubber bonds the light titanium watch on the wrist comfortably.

TELAMON 
 The name TELAMON derives from the Greek mythology: Telamon 

was a member of the heroic Argonauts - the seafarers that 

accompanied Jason in his quest to find the Golden Fleece in the years 

before the Trojan war. The model number of ASMARA is SG3829. 

The bold design with combination of value tourbillon Movement 

and diving make this series a marvelous wonder. With exquisite 

handcraft, clear appearance and beautiful look, the 1000 meter 

water resistance watch is a contemporary sportive and massive 

diver watch, inspired by Greek meander patterns and columns. The 

combination of these designs elements and the delicate automatic 

tourbillon movement in a 47 mm stainless steel case make this 

timepiece truly unique and special.

ASMARA
 This series of watches are named after the African city Asmara 

in Eritrea and means "Life in Peace". The city Asmara was an 

Italian colony in the beginning of the 19th century and part of its 

architecture is inspired by Italian art deco and futurism. The model 

number of ASMARA is SG3826. A modern blend of Construction 

Art Deco elements and a fine center tourbillon movement make 

this watch a very masculine and elegant timepiece. The detailed 

dial with its bold roman numerals give it a subtle touch of classic in 

contrast to the avantgarde shapes of the case.

ASMARA

X-RACER
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 Many brands have been trying to present Chinese elements on a wristwatch. In 2010, after Geya's many years accumulation, it has 

launched a series product of "Chinese colors like poetry and paintings" for a new Chinese atmosphere for its brand with its understanding 

of Chinese traditional symbols and ideal. Geya wristwatch's designers try to adopt the culture essence of plum, orchid, bamboo and 

chrysanthemum and blend it into wristwatch. It carries out and presents the Chinese culture verve so that the style of "pride, serene, 

resolute and light" goes around the wrist.

 Plum, orchid, bamboo and chrysanthemum are called the "four gentlemen" by ancient Chinese. They account for the four seasons. 

They are the symbols that Chinese plaint the objects and compare ideal. They represent persistence, clear outside and indifferent to 

fame or fortune inside. They never court favor of the public. Meanwhile, all of them contain different features: Plum, noble and pride; 

orchid, serene and transparent; bamboo, modest with integrity; chrysanthemum, gorgeous and chaste.

 The series of "plum, orchid, bamboo and chrysanthemum" are suitable for both men and women. There are no complicated functions 

or decoration. Elegance expresses the poetry and painting of plum, orchid, bamboo and chrysanthemum, which is intoxicating.

Plum: 9 small clock holes of pistil design, with black 

minute printing line decorated on the white dial vividly 

describing the blooming plum in the snow. It is enclosed 

by petals ring upon ring. It looks like blooming in the 

snow, showing distinct and ease style. The watch band 

is white, while the dial is red, which expresses the charm 

of "the plum is not as white as the snow, while the snow 

is not as fragrant as the plum."

Orchid: The dial is plain with some orchid grass, which 

shows the distinct and graceful atmosphere. 9 hours 

small dial design absorbs inspiration from national and 

traditional Chinese era. As the time goes by, 5 petals 

shed serene orchid fragrance while they go round and 

round, which is quite interesting and excellent.

Bamboo: It is green dripping, with hollow inside and integrity 

as the whole. It represents gentleman's modest bosom. 

Bamboo forest often goes well with the architecture, forming 

a fresh and cool court. This borrows the flowery view window 

of Suzhou Garden, which makes the near and far scenery on 

the dial with arrangement combined together. Green bamboo 

leaves are hands, while square hollows are the windows and 

arc hollow is the gate. It vividly borrows a corner of Suzhou 

Garden here, which is vigorous, full of charm.

C h r y s a n t h e m u m :  T h e  d i a l  d e s i g n  c o m e s  f r o m 

chrysanthemum's petal, which is bright golden. It blooms 

splendidly and magnificently. Its popped petals' floweriness 

explains the dignified, elegant and noble temperament. The 

hollow design shows the arrangement of petals, taking on 

the passion of Tao Yuanming's "While picking asters 'neath 

the Eastern fence,my gaze upon the Southern mountain 

rests".

PLUM, ORCHID,
BAMBOO AND
CHRYSANTHEMUM 
OF GEYA 
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China Group, organized by Shenzhen Watch & 
Clock Association, has already been the 22nd time 
to attend the Hong Kong Watch & Clock Fair. China 
Group, consists of  28 enterprises, totally 39 booths 
with 600 m2 area, will appear uniformed.We will 
report for you what kind of new products China 
exhibitors will bring for buyers.
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